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1. INTRODUCTION 
The current group G x, where X is a smooth manifold with a finite continuous 
measure m and G is a Lie group, is the collection of bounded piecewise continuous 
or, more generally, Borel G-valued functions on X. The group operation is the 
pointwise multiplication. The general approach to representations of current groups 
in the Fock space was suggested in the pioneering paper [1], but the most important 
case of semisimple groups and the notion of canonical states were first considered in
the series of papers [14-17,5,13 ], in which irreducible unitary representations of the 
current groups G x for some simple Lie groups G were constructed hat are invariant 
under any m-preserving transformations of the space X: in the first paper of this 
series [14], this was done for G = SL(2, •), and in [15,5], for G = SO(n, 1) and 
SU(n, 1). We called them the basic representations of the current groups G x and 
described several models of these representations. Note that basic representations 
are uniquely determined by their spherical functions, which in [14] were called 
canonical states; see [5]. 
As shown in [15] (see also [18,12]), the series G = SO(n, l) and SU(n, 1) exhaust 
all simple Lie groups G for which such representations of the current groups do 
exist (in other words, groups with nontrivial first homology with coefficients in 
some irreducible unitary representation). Canonical states for a close group, the 
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group of automorphisms of an infinite homogeneous tree, were considered in [10]. 
See also [11], where canonical states on the group U(oo) are considered. 
In this paper, we present a detailed study of the so-called commutative model of 
the basic representation f  the group G x for the series G = O(n, 1). We will return 
to the analysis of the series U(n, 1) elsewhere. For convenience, we replaced the 
groups SO(n, 1) with O(n, 1). 
Among different realizations of the same unitary representation Jr of an arbitrary 
metrizable topological group G, of special interest are commutative models. 
Namely, let Go c G be a commutative subgroup such that the restriction of ~r to 
Go is cyclic. Then, by an isometric operator, one can bring the operators rr(a), 
a ~ Go, to diagonal form, i.e., realize the Hilbert space of the representation 
Jr as the space of square-integrable measurable functions with respect o the 
spectral measure of the representation zrlo0, in which the representation perators 
corresponding to elements of the subgroup Go act as multiplicators. We call such 
a realization the commutative model of the representation Jr with respect o the 
subgroup Go. The commutative models of irreducible unitary representations of the 
group SL(2, R) with respect to its commutative subgroups--orthogonal, unipotent, 
and diagonal--are well known; see, for example, [4]. Clearly, it makes sense to 
choose the subgroup Go so that the representation perators corresponding to other 
elements of the group G will have simple expressions. 
In what follows, such subgroups are the unipotent subgroups Z and Z x of the 
groups O(n, 1) and O(n, 1) x, respectively. The subgroup Z is commutative (in 
contrast o the maximal unipotent subgroup in U(n, 1)) and isomorphic to the 
additive group ]~n-1. The case n = 2, more exactly, that of the group SL(2, •), 
was earlier considered in [16,13]. 
The interest to this realization is also due to the fact that the diagonalization of
operators corresponding to the chosen commutative subgroup leads to remarkable 
infinite o--finite measures v in the space of distributions, which have a large group 
of linear symmetries. In the case of SL(2, ~), this measure v turned out to be related 
to the well-known gamma process; see [ 16] and for more details [13]. More exactly, 
this is a or-finite measure quivalent to the law of the gamma process and invariant 
under the multiplication of realizations of the process by functions with zero 
integral of the absolute value of logarithm (an analog of the linear transformation 
corresponding to a diagonal matrix with determinant 1), which allows one to call it 
the Lebesgue measure in the infinite-dimensional space. 
In the general case G = O(n, 1) considered in this paper, this measure v is 
concentrated on vector distributions, and in addition to the above property it is 
also invariant under the pointwise action of the group O(n-1) x. In all cases, 
the measure v is concentrated on distributions that are linear combinations of 
-functions. 
From the viewpoint of representation theory, the advantage of the model con- 
structed in this paper is that the representation perators have an explicit descrip- 
tion, in contrast o the realization in the Fock space (see [5]). Moreover, this 
model implicitly suggests certain advantages of the similar realization of unitary 
representations of the Lie group O(n, 1) itself. 
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In the appendices we briefly discuss additional properties of the measures arising 
in the construction of commutative models of representations and describe the 
limiting case of the group O(oo, 1). 
The short version of the paper was published in Funct. Anal. Appl. 39 (2) 2005. 
2. STARTING DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAS 
2.1. Current groups 
In this and the next sections we recall some definitions from papers of the 60s and 
70s (see [14,18,12,10,19,9] and references therein). 
The current group G x, where X is a smooth manifold with a finite continuous 
measure m and G is a Lie group, is the collection of bounded Borel G-valued 
functions on X. The group operation is the pointwise multiplication. At first we do 
not introduce any topology on G x. 
The problem is to construct irreducible unitary representations of current groups 
that are invariant under m-preserving transformations of the space X. Such (invari- 
ant) representations are nonlocal, and one usually constructs them in some or other 
realization of the Fock space, more exactly, in a Hilbert space with factorization 
structure. It can be not only the ordinary Fock space realized as the L 2 space 
over the standard Gaussian measure, but also the L 2 space over another measure 
corresponding to a Lrvy process, i.e., a process constructed from an infinitely 
divisible distribution on R or Rn; for information on factorizations, ee [19]. In 
this paper, such measures will be multidimensional analogs of the classical gamma 
process and a-finite measures constructed from them. 
2.2. Canonical states 
A state on a topological group is a positive definite continuous complex-valued 
Hermitian ( f (x  -1) = f(x))  function normalized to the unity at the group iden- 
tity; a state is called infinitely divisible if it can be included into a continuous 
one-parameter semigroup of states. In the representation-theoretic language, the 
condition of infinite divisibility means that the group representation corresponding 
to this state (according to the GNS construction) can be included into an arbitrarily 
high tensor power of some representation f the same group. 
It is easy to show that the generator of the semigroup, i.e., the derivative of 
the one-parameter family at the group identity, is a conditionally positive definite 
function on the group (sometimes it is called a function of negative type); at 
the same time, it is the squared norm of some 1-cocycle of the group with 
values in some unitary representation. This cocycle is cohomological to zero if 
and only if the generator, egarded as a function on the group, is bounded in 
absolute value. In this case, it coincides, up to sign and constant summand, with a 
positive definite function. That is why we are interested in unbounded conditionally 
positive definite functions and the corresponding ontrivial 1-cocycles with values 
in irreducible unitary representations. Such cocycles do not always exist and must 
lie in representations "glued" to the identity representation. 
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A canonical state on a group is an infinitely divisible state such that the generator 
of the corresponding semigroup is an unbounded conditionally positive definite 
function. 
Given a canonical state on a group G, we construct an irreducible unitary 
nonlocal representation (integral) of  the corresponding current group--the group 
of G-valued measurable functions. Conversely, each invariant (see above) represen- 
tation of  the current group realized in the Fock space is generated by some canonical 
state on G. 
Thus a canonical state is the exponential o f  the squared norm of  a nontrivial 
cocycle of  the group with values in an irreducible unitary representation of  the 
group. The complete list o f  groups for which a canonical state does exist is not yet 
known; however, there is a number of  examples, the most important of  which are 
some classical semisimple Lie groups, nontrivial 1-cocycles on which were first 
found in [15,14]. Another example--the group of  automorphisms of  a tree-- is 
considered in [ 10]. 
In the ease of  semisimple groups, one requires additionally that a canonical state 
should be constant on a chosen maximal compact subgroup. This condition leads 
to a unique (up to the choice o f  a positive degree) canonical state; namely, the 
corresponding one-parameter subgroup is the subgroup of  spherical functions, and 
its generator is the derivative o f  the family o f  spherical functions o f  complementary 
series with respect o the parameter at the group identity. Thus, among semisimple 
groups, canonical states and the corresponding nonlocal representations of  current 
groups exist only on groups of  rank 1 (and not all at that), namely, on SO(n, 1) and 
SU(n, 1). 3 
It is clear from above that the restriction of  a canonical state to any commutative 
subgroup is an infinitely divisible characteristic (= positive definite) function, i.e., 
the Bochner-Fourier transform of  an infinitely divisible measure on the group 
of  characters of  the commutative subgroup; hence this measure determines a
Lrvy process with values in the group of  characters. In our case of  the group 
SO(n, 1), the commutative subgroup and its group of  characters is/i~ ~-1 , and the 
representation of  the current group is realized in the L 2 space over some vector 
L6vy process. 
3 It is possible to define a canonical state on groups with the Kazhdan property (= the identity 
representation is an isolated point in the space of all irreducible unitary representations, a  in a 
semisimple group of rank more than one), but in this case we must omit the positivity condition 
and, consequently, allow considering nonunitary epresentations. For example, for SL(n, R), n > 2, the 
derivative of the family of spherical functions of complementary series representations makes ense, but 
it will not be a conditionally positive function on the group. Thus the exponential ofthis function will not 
be a state on the group in the true sense, but nevertheless it till determines aninvariant bilinear form on 
the group algebra, which is interesting for further construction fnonunitary epresentations f current 
groups. Note that EA. Berezin 131 considered presumably similar notions, but the relation between his 
construction a d our notions is still not clear. 
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Let ¢(-) be a canonical state on some group G; considering its restriction to 
a commutative subgroup, we can write the Fourier transform of  the law of  the 
corresponding Lrvy  process as 
qb(g(.)) = eXP(x f - logq~(g(x ) )dx) .  
2.3. The group G = O(n, 1) 
In this paper the group G = O (n, 1) is realized as the collection of  all real matrices 
of order n + 1 preserving the quadratic form 
2 
2X l Xn  + I -I- X 2 -'}- " • " -+- X n • 
In another formulation, G is the group of  all real matrices atisfying the relation 
(2.1) gsg*  = s ,  s= e , 
0 
where e is the identity matrix of  order n - 1 and • stands for transposition. 
We write elements g 6 G as block matrices 
g= 
gll g12 g13~ 
g21 g22 g23 ] ,  
g31 g32 g33,/ 
where the diagonal blocks are quadratic matrices of  orders 1, n - 1, and 1, 
respectively. 
Condition (2.1) is equivalent to the following relations between the elements of  
these matrices: 
g13g31 q- gllg33 -~- gl2gj2 = 1, 
2gllg13 -1- g12g~2 = 0, 
g11g23 + g13g21 + gzzg~2 = 0, 
g23g~l q- * * gzlg23 -1- gz2g22 = e, 
+ * 2g31g33 g32g32 = 0, 
g31g23 + g33g21 + gzzg32 -- 0. 
The group G contains as a subgroup the group Z of all block matrices of  the 
form 
(1 o i) Z= --y* e , ~/E]~ n-1 , 
- Iy12/2  y 
where I Y I = (Y~ Yi 2) 1/2. The group Z is commutative and isomorphic to the additive 
group R n-a, and it is the maximal unipotent subgroup of  G. We identify elements 
z ~ Z with vectors y c R n-1 and write z(y) or simply y instead ofz .  
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By D we denote the subgroup of block diagonal matrices from G, and by B the 
subgroup of all block lower triangular matrices. Elements of the subgroup D are 
matrices of the form 
d=diag(e- l ,u ,e) ,  e6~\O,  u~O(n-1) .  
The group B is the semidirect product B = Z )x D, and the group D is the direct 
product of the groups IR* and O (n -  1). 
The canonical state q~(g) on the group G is given by the following formula: 
{ d~O~ (g) ) 
~b(g) = exp~------~-- ),=o ' 
where ~p~ is the spherical function of the complementary series representation 
of the group G with parameter )~, the value )~ -- 0 corresponding to the special 
representation f G glued to the identity representation; see [ 14] and [5]. 
Note that the special representation f the group G corresponding to )~ = 0 has a 
nontrivial 1-cocycle and is the unique irreducible unitary representation f G with 
this property. 
2.4. The current group G x = O(n, 1) x 
We consider the group G = O(n, 1) in the realization described above. Denote 
by Z x, D x, and B x the subgroups of functions g(x) E G x with values in the 
subgroups Z, D, and B, respectively. Note that the group Z x is isomorphic to the 
additive group (Rn-1) x of bounded Borel functions on X with values in 1R n-l, and 
the group B x is the semidirect product B x = Z x X D x. 
In [15,5], for each group O(n, 1) x, an irreducible unitary representation was 
constructed that is invariant under m-preserving transformations of the space X. 
It was called the basic representation; several models of this representation were 
described. 
In the chosen realization of the group O(n, 1), the spherical function ~(g(-)) 
(canonical state) on the current group G x that determines this representation is 
given by the following formula: 
(2.2) qj(g(.)) = exp(_l f log gll(X)-'}-g33(X)-- 
, 
gl3(x) -- g31(x) dm(x)),  
where gij are elements of the block matrix g ~ G x. Its restriction to the infinite- 
dimensional commutative current group Z x is given by the formula 
(2.3) 
x 
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where 
oo z2m + p 
(2.7) Ip (2z) Z.., m!F(m + p + 1)' 
m=0 
It is important for the sequel that this function is continuous and strictly positive 
on the half-line 0 < x < oo. 
Remark. For integer values of p, the series for Kp contains terms with logz; for 
half-integer values of p, the expression for Kp can be simplified: 
(zr ~1/2 n (n + k), 
gnw1/2(Z)  = ~ ~Z/] e-Z k~(n ~ k~.(2z) k 
k=0 
It is convenient towrite Eq. (2.4) in another form. Namely, setting )~ = 2p +n - 1, 
we obtain 
I, 12 \ - (n -1 ) /2 -p  2 i~lpgp(21~l)" 
(2.8) f (1+4) ei<~'Y)dy=cn?(~_!_k_p) 
~n-1 
Let us give a brief derivation of formulas (2.4) and (2.5) for n > 2. In spherical 
coordinates the first integral takes the form 
r 2 N -M2 
eil~lc°s(~rn-2sinn-3qbddpdr. 
0 0 
Integrating with respect to ~b yields (see [8, formula 3.915.5]) 
OO 
Jl=cl$l-(n-3)/2f(l+~)-Z/2r(n-1)/2J(n_3)/2(l~lr)dr, 
0 
where Jp(y) is the Bessel function of the first kind (see [2]). Similarly, for the 
integral (2.5) we obtain 
OO 
12 = c151 -(n-3)/2 f r(n-1)/2-ZJ(n-3)/2(l~lr) d .
0 
Integrating with respect to r yields the expressions (2.4) and (2.5) for Jl and J2, 
respectively; see [8, formulas 6.565.4 and 6.561.14]. 
Theorem 2.1 (Multidimensional nalog of the Lrvy-Khintchin formula). The 
function log(1 + lyl2/4) on I~ n-a has the following integral representation: 
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(2.9) l og ( I t  141---~2) = / (e i (¢ 'Y ) - l )g (~)d~,  
Rn-1 
where g(~) = 1~1-(~-1)/2K_(~_1)/2 (2[~ I). 
Indeed, it follows from (2.4) that 
f (e i(~'y) - 1)I~ I(;~-n+l)/2K(~-n+l)/2(2[~ [)1/2 d~ 
~n--1 
As )~ -+ 0, we obtain (2.9). 
3. THE COMMUTATIVE MODEL OF THE COMPLEMENTARY SERIES OF IRREDUCIBLE 
UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF THE GROUP O(n, 1) 
3.1. The action of the group G on ~n-1 and the 1-eoeyele 
Let Y be the manifold of one-dimensional subspaces in IR n+l lying inside the light 
cone 
2XlXn+I -1- X 2 -]-' '" -]- X 2 = O. 
The group G = O(n, 1), regarded as a group of linear transformations in ~n+l, acts 
transitively on Y. We use the right notation for this action: y --+ y~. Note that in 
another interpretation Y is the absolute of the n-dimensional Lobachevsky space 
realized as the collection of one-dimensional subspaces in IR n+l lying inside the 
light cone. 
Let us realize Y \ Y0, where Y0 = 0~, 0 . . . . .  0), as the intersection of the cone with 
the hyperplane X~+l = 1, i.e., as the set of points in/~n+l of the form 
ly12) 
- -T ,  ×i . . . . .  yn-1,  ] , 
where y = (yi . . . . .  Yn-1) C ~n--1 and [Yl = (~ yi2)1/2. According to this realiza- 
tion, there is a natural bijection Y \ Y0 ~ R n-1; hence the action of the group G on 
Y induces an action y ~ y~ of G on the space R n-1 . We emphasize that this action 
is not linear. 
It follows from the definition that the vector y~ is given by the following formula: 
(3.1) )/g = -- g13 + 2/g23 + g33 -- g12 + Yg22 + g3e , 
where gij are elements of the block matrix g. In particular, 
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yg = y + y0 for g = z(Yo) E Z; 
y~=e- lyu for g=diag(e-l,u,e); 
2y 
zg-  i×12. 
Now let us define a function fl(y, g) by the formula 
(3.2) fl(y, g) = - [--Y12g13 + Yg23 + g33 , y E R n- l ,  g G. 
In particular, 
f l (y ,g )= l  fo rg6Z;  
fl(~', g) = lel for g = diag(e -1, u, e); 
[yl 2 
t~(×,  s )  - 
2 
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It follows from the definition that fl(y, g) is a 1-cocycle of  the group G with values 
in •*, i.e., 
(3.3) fl(Y, gig2) = fl(Y, gl) f l (Fgl ,  g2) for any g 6 ~;~n-1 and gl, g2 E G. 
3.2. The standard model of the complementary series representations 
Each irreducible unitary complementary series representation of  the group G = 
O (n, 1) is determined by a number )~ from the interval 0 < )~ < n - 1. In the standard 
realization, the representation T z with parameter )~ acts in the Hilbert space Lz of  
real-valued functions f (y )  on •n-1 _~ Z with scalar product 
(3.4) ( f l ,  f2) = f I×' y"l-~ f l (y') f2(y") dyl dy ", 
~n-1 ×Rn-I 
where dy  = dgl ...dyn-1 is the Lebesgue measure on IR n-1 . The operators of  this 
representation have the form 
(3.5) TgZ f(y) = f (y f i , ) f l l -n+~/Z(y ,  g), 
where g~ and fl(Y, g) are given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. In particular, 
(3.6) TzZ/(F) = f (Y  + Yo) for z = z(yo) ~ Z; 
(3.7) T)f(y)=lell-n+Z/2f(e-lyu) ford=diag(e-l,u,e); 
(ioi) (3.8) TsXf(y) = f -~-~ for s = e . 
0 
The group property of these operators follows immediately from the property 
(3.3) of the function/~(y, g), and their unitarity follows from the relations 
(3.9) d(yg)=f l l -n (y ,g )dy  for any g 6 G, 
where dy = dy1 ... dyn-1, and 
(3.10) Ix -- yl 2 = [x~ - ygl2fl(x, g)/3(y, g) 
for any x, y • ]~n-1 and g • G. 
Relations (3.9) and (3.10) are easily verified for elements from Z and D and the 
element s. It follows from the properties of the 1-cocycle/3(y, g) that they hold for 
any element g • G. 
3.3. Construction of the commutative model of complementary series 
representations 
Let us describe the commutative model of a complementary series representation 
T ~ of the group G = O(n, 1) with respect o the subgroup Z, i.e., the model in 
which the operators Tz , z e Z, act as multiplicators. 
This model is obtained by passing from functions f (y )  in the standard model to 
their Fourier transforms 
f ei<Lr>f(Y)dY" 
Rn-1 
Theorem 3.1. In the commutative model, the complementary series representation 
T ~ is realized in the Hilbert space Lz of complex-valued functions on R n-1 with 
the norm 
(3.11) ll4~ll 2 = 2-ZF((n - 1 - )0 /2 )  f 12 r(z/2) I~l~-"+z[4,(~) d , [~l = (~,~)1/2, 
Rn-1 
satisfying the condition 
(3.12) q~(~) = 4~(-se). 
The operators of the representation are given by the formula 
(3.13) Tg~4~(~)= f a)~(~,~',g)qb(~')d~', 
Rn-I 
where 
(3.14) Az(~, ~', g) = f ei((~'Y)-(~"Yg))fll-n+)~/2(y, g)dy. 
~n--1 
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In particular, 
T~4,(~) = e-i(~'Y°)4,(~) 
T~(b(~) = lelL/2f~(e~u) 
for z = z(Vo) ~ Z; 
for d = diag(e -1, u, s). 
Proof. In the new model, the squared norm is given by the formula 
114,112 = f R(~,~')4,(~)4,(~')d~ d~',
Nn-1 xRn-1 
where 
~') = [ IV - Y'l -xei(<~'z)-(~''×')) dy d~' R(~, 
~n--I x~n--1 
f IVl-~'ei(~'Z)d~" 
~n-1 
This implies (3.11) in view of (2.5). 
Relation (3.12) is equivalent to the condition that the original space is real. 
The formulas for representation operators in the new model can be obtained 
directly from the formulas for these operators in the original model by passing from 
functions f (y )  to their Fourier transforms. [] 
Proposition 3.1. In the commutative model of the representation T z, the kernel 
A(~, ~') = Az(~, ~', s) of  the operator Ts z corresponding to the element 
S~ e 
0 
has the following form: 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
oo 
A(~, ~') ---- 2 l-L/2 cos ~x + T)X  ax for n = 2, 
0 
oo 
A(~, ~') = Cn2 -M2 f r z-n Ir~ + 2r-l~'l-(n-3l/2J(n-3)/2(lr~ + 2r-1~ I) dr 
o 
for n > 2, where J(n-3)/2 is the Bessel function of the first kind. 
Indeed, since g g = -2V/ Iv  12 and/3 (g, s) = I yl2/2, it follows from (3.14) that 
A(~,~ t) =2n-l -~v/2 f ei({~'Y)+(~"2z/ ly l2)) lY l2-2n+)vdY" 
~n--I 
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For n = 2, (3.15) follows immediately. For n > 2, in spherical coordinates we obtain 
OO Yf 
a (~, ~) = Cn2 -~/2 f f eilr~ +2r-l~'l cos~ r~-n sinn-3 q5 d4~ dr. 
, i  i i  0 0 
Integrating with respect to q~ yields (3.16). 
Remark. For n = 2, the kernel A(~, ~') can be expressed in terms of Bessel 
functions: 
A(~,~t)=c(cos~)-ll~t~-l]l/2[J~_l(23/2[~tl)- Jl_)~(23/2[~t])] 
for ~ '  < 0, 
A(~,~ t) =c(cos ~)-l]~t~-l[1/2[Ix_l(23/2]~t[) - /l_X(23/2]~t]) l 
for ~ '  > 0. 
The representation T ~ is uniquely determined by its spherical function 
~(g)  = {Tg~, ~z), 
where ~x c Lz is a vector of norm 1 that is invariant under the maximal compact 
subgroup of G (vacuum vector). In the chosen realization of the group G, this 
spherical function takes the form 
gll(X) + g33(X) -- gl3(X) -- g31 (X) -~./2, 
(3.17) ~Pz(g) 
2 
where gij are elements of the block matrix g. In particular, 
~p),(z(y)) = (1 + 1~12)-M2 
Let us introduce the following vector in the space L~: 
(3.18) f~(~) = (]~]-(Z-n+l)/2K(z_n+l)/2(2[~]))l/2 , 
where Kp (x) is the Bessel function defined above. 
Proof. The vector fa is invariant under the maximal compact subgroup of the 
group G, hence it is proportional to the vacuum vector l~z. [] 
Corollary. The following equation holds: 
(TzZ×f~, fz) = Ilfzl[2~Pz(z(y)), 
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i.e., 
(3.19) f ei(~'Y)l~l(Z-n+l)/2g()~-n+l)/2(2'~l) 1/2d~= HfLH2(1-t  - 1412)-)~/2" 
Nn-1 
Proposition 3.2. We have II All 2:cFO~/2)(1 + l Y 12/4) -x/2. 
Indeed, it follows from (2.4) that the left-hand side of (3.19) is equal to 
(2Cn)-lI'(Z/2). 
1 3.4. The embedding L~ -+  ~ i - -1  Lxi 
Proposition 3.3. For any positive real numbers )~1 . . . . .  )~t, Z )~i < n -- 1, there 
exists an isometric embedding 
l 
r :Lz--+ @Lx i , ~, = Z ~,i, 
i=1 
that commutes with the action of the group G. In the standard realization of 
representations it is given by the formula 
(3.20) 
l 
r f  (T1 . . . . .  yl) = f (y l )Ha(y l  _ y i ) ,  
i=2 
and in the commutative model, by the formula 
(3.21) r~b(~ 1. . . . .  ~1) : ~b(~l -I- • • • -I- ~l)- 
Proof. First let us consider the standard model of representations. Let (,) and 
1 (,)t be the scalar products in the spaces Lz and @i=1 Lxi, respectively. Then it 
is obvious that 
l 
(rf, rf}l = f Iqly'- g"l - z i f (T ' ) f (Y ' )dy 'dy"  = {f, f ) .  
Rn_l xNn_ 1 i=1 
Thus the mapping r is isometric. Obviously, it commutes with the action of G. 
Now let us consider the commutative model of representations. Let q~ (~) be the 
Fourier transform of a function f0 / ) .  Then, according to (3.20), the image of ~b 
under this embedding is equal to 
l l 
f f (Y l )  H ~(Yl -- Yi) H ei(~i'yi) dyi = q~(~l -I- • • • -t- ~l). 
i=2 i=1 
[] 
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3.5. The commutative model of the special representation of the group 
O(n, 1) 
The special representation f the group O(n, 1) is the irreducible unitary repre- 
sentation of this group glued to the identity representation. It is obtained from the 
complementary series representations i  the )~ --+ 0 limit. Thus Theorem 3.1 implies 
the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. In the commutative model, the special representation T O of  the 
group O(n, 1) is realized in the Hilbert space of  complex-valued functions on ]~n-1 
with the norm 
(3.22) 
~n--1 
satisfying the condition (a(~ ) = 4~(-~ ). Operators of the representation are given 
by the formula 
(3.23) = f A°(~, ~', g)~b(~')d~', 
~n-1 
where 
(3.24) A°(~, ~', g) = f ei((~'×)-<~"×g))~l-n(y, g)dy.  
Rn-1 
In particular, 
TzqS(~) = e-i<¢'×°)~b(~) for z = z(yo) E Z; 
TddP(~) = ~p(e~u) for d = diag(e -1, u, e). 
The special representation T O has a nontrivial -cocycle 13 : G --+ Lo, where Lo 
is the space of T °. Namely, set fo(~) = limz~o f~(~), where fz(~) 6 Lx is given by 
(3.18), i.e., 
fo(~) = (l~ I(n-1)/2 g(n-1)/2(21~ I))1/2. 
This vector is invariant under the maximal compact subgroup of G, but it does 
not belong to the space Lo of the special representation. The desired nontrivial 
1-cocycle G --+ Lo is given by the equation 
/3(y, g) = rg°fO(~) - Yo(~). 
It is known that T O is the unique irreducible unitary representation f the group G 
possessing a nontrivial 1-cocycle. 
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4. THE MEASURES iz AND v ON THE SPACE OF VECTOR DISTRIBUTIONS 
4.1. The spaces F and 
The construction of the commutative model of the basic representation f the 
current groups G x will be based on two remarkable measures in the space of vector 
distributions. 
Denote by F the space of smooth bounded real-valued functions on X and by 
the dual space with the ordinary topology (the space of distributions on X). We will 
denote by (,) the pairing of elements from F and ~. 
Let us introduce the space F n-1 of vector functions 2/(x) = (yi (x) . . . . .  Yn-1 (X ) ) ,  
Yi E F, and denote by qb n-1 the dual space. Elements from q5 n-1 are realized as 
vector distributions ~(x) = (~l(X) . . . . .  ~n-1 (x)), ~i 6 q~, with the pairing 
n-1  
(~, ×) = )- -~(~,  Zk)- 
k=l  
For example, if~ -- Crxo, where ~c -- (cl . . . . .  Cn-1) c ~-1  and 6xo is a 8-function 
~n-1  on X, then (~, y) = k=l  ¢kYk(XO)- 
Since in what follows we will consider only the spaces F n-1 and q~,,-1, we will 
omit the index n - 1 in their notation. 
4.2 .  The  measure / t  on  
Let us introduce the following function on ]~n-1 : 
(4.1) l(y) (1 + 14'2) -1/2 , = - -  y E]I~ n -1  . 
It is known that this function is positive definite. According to (2.4), its Fourier 
transform equals 
f (' lY'2]-l/2ei(~'Y) dy:cnF@l/2)l~l(-n+2)/2g(n-2)/2(2l~l) . 
+ 4/  
Nn-1 
Let us introduce a functional L (V (')) on F by the formula 
L(y(.))=exp( f logl(z(x))dm(x)), 
i,e,, 
(4.2) L(Y( ' ) )=exp( -~f log( l+ l lg (x )12)dm(x) )  • 
Note that L(y(.)) = O(y(.)), where qJ(g(.)) is the restriction of the spherical 
function of the basic representation f the group G x to the subgroup Zx, see (2.3). 
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This functional is positive definite and continuous (see [6]); hence, by the Minlos 
theorem on measures on the space of distributions [6], it is the Fourier transform of 
a finite normalized measure Ix on ~, i.e., 
(4.3) L(,,  )) = f e dix( ). 
cb 
Theorem 4.1. The measure Ix is concentrated on the set ~o C • of distributions 
of the form 
(4.4) ~=ZCi~x i  ' ci = (C~ ' ' '  ' Cn-- 1) Elan--1 , where  Z lc i l<oo .  
Proof. The series in (4.4) converges if and only if the series for each coordi- 
nate converges; hence it suffice to verify the condition for the one-dimensional 
processes obtained by projecting to coordinates. The characteristic functions of 
these processes are the restrictions of the function l(.) (given by (4.1)) to the 
one-dimensional subspaces; but all of them determine the classical gamma process, 
which satisfies the convergence condition (see [13]; for a general convergence 
condition for one-dimensional L6vy processes, ee [7]). [] 
Let us introduce the space 5 c D F of real bounded Borel vector functions on 
X. Since Ix-almost every distribution ~ 6 ~ is of the form (4.4), each function 
y ~ 5 c corresponds to a measurable inear functional <~, ~,) on • defined Ix-almost 
everywhere on qs. 
Note that on U and q5 there are two natural operations: 
(1) the multiplication by a bounded Borel R*-valued function e(x) on X: 
Z --+ eZ, ~ -+ e~; 
(2) the action of the group O(n-1)  x of Borel functions on X with values in the 
compact group O (n -  1): 
y ~ yu, ~ ~ ~u, u c O(n-1)  X. 
According to this definition, 
<e~,g)=<~,eg) and (~u,g)=(~,yu) 
for any y 6 .T, ~6~.  
The following proposition follows from the definition of the measure Ix. 
Proposition 4.1. The measure tx is invariant under the transformations ~ ~ ~u, 
u E O(n-1)  X. 
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Remark.  In fact, we construct a vector gamma process uch that the measure in 
the space of trajectories of this process enjoys the additional property as compared 
with the symmetrized gamma process: it is invariant under point-wise orthogonal 
transformations. 
4.3. Projections of the measure/ t  to finite-dimensional quotient spaces 
t Let us consider all finite partitions X = U i=I  Xi of the space X such that m(Xi )  < 
n - 1 for all elements of the partition. Let us associate with each partition ~: X = 
Uli=l Xi, where m(Xi )  < n -- l ,  the subspace ~ ~ (]~n-i)l of vector functions 
F(x) ~ ~" that are constant on elements of or, and the dual space ~ --- (Rn-1) l, 
realized as a quotient space of ~. 
Denote by/z~ the projection of the measure/z to the quotient space ~.  
Proposition 4.2. The measure Iz~ on ~ ~- (]l~n-l) / has the form 
(4.5) ' ( r - -~k l  ]~kl(~'k-n'F1)12g(n-l-~.k)12(2i~kl)d~k), dbtct(~l . . . . .  ~l) ---- H 2) 
k--1 
where  ~i E ]I~ n - l ,  d~i is the Lebesgue measure on ]~n-1, ~,k = m(Xk), and Kv is the 
modified Bessel function of  the third kind defined above. 
Proof. For every y (x) e ~'~ we have 
exp(--~Sx logll-1-1]"~)12)dm(x))=i~=ltl-I-iY~121-zi'2, 
where yi = y(x)lxi  and ~.i = m(Xi).  
Therefore, in view of (4.3), for every y (x) ~ ~'~ we have 
f fei<,,,>d. e i(~'y) dlza(~) = (~) = 1 + - -  . 
~a ~ "= 
.. l i i Hence d/z~(~ 1, ., ~l) = 1-Ii=1 ~P($ )d~ , where $(~i) is the Fourier transform of 
the function (1 + ly i 12/4) -xi/2 on ~n-1. NOW (4.5) follows from (2.4). [] 
4.4. The function Vp(x) and the measure t, on 
For p > 0, introduce a function Vp(x) on the half-line 0 ~< x < 0o by the formula 
), 
(4.6) Vo(x) = -~xPKp(2x)  = (r(1 - p)xP[I_o(2x) - Ip(2x)]) -1. 
In particular, Vll2(X ) = e 2x. 
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Theorem 4.2. The Fourier transform of  the function VSI(I~I) on ~n-1 equals 
(4.7) f v~l(l~l)ei(~'Xl d~ 
Rn-1 
r(p) 1 + 
=C"r(~51+p ) 
In particular, 
V(nl_l)/2(l~l)e i(~,x) d~ = Cn r(n - 1) 1+ --~-] 
~n-  1 
Indeed, according to (2.8), 
(4.8) 
F ( -~ + p) (1 x[2\  -(n--1)/2--p 
Vp-I(]~]) =Cnl F(p) f + -T )  e i(~x) dx. 
Rn-1 
Applying the inverse Fourier transform yields (4.7). 
Corollary. The measure V(n11)/2(l~l)d~ is an infinitely divisible measure on 
]I~ n -1.  
(Since its Fourier transform has a L6vy-Khintchin representation; see (2.9).) 
Proposition 4.3. The function Vp(x) is continuous and strictly positive on the 
half-line 0 <~ x < oo, satisfies Vp(O) = 1 for every p > O, and has the following 
asymptotic estimates as x --+ 0: 
(4.9) 
1 +x2pF(1 - p) /F (1  + p) 
Vp(x) ~ 1 - 2x 2 log(x) 
1 + 2x2/(p - 1) 
for p < 1, 
fo rp  = 1, 
for p > 1. 
Proof. Let us prove (4.9). If p ~ Z, then we use the estimate for the functions I_p 
and Ip that follows from their power series representation: 
X -p  x2-P  2 xP 
I_p(2x) F(1 - p--------~ + F~ p) x ' Ip(2x) "~ F(1 + p~" 
Hence we have 
F(1 -- P)x2 F(1 -- P)x2P. v71(x)  ~ 1 + - -  
r (2-  p) r(1 + p) 
This estimate implies (4.9) for p ~ Z. 
If p ~ Z, then we use the series representation of Kn(2X), see [2, §7.2.5, 
formula (37)]. This representation implies the estimate 
2Kn(2X) "~ (n - 1)!x -n -t- (n - 2)!x 2-n + 
2(-1)  n+l 
x n logx. 
n! 
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Therefore 
x 2 2 ( -1 )  n+l x2 n 
Vnl(X) ~ 1 + + logx, 
n-  1 n!(n - 1)! 
x 2 whence V1-1 --~ 1 + 2x21ogx and V~ -1 ~ 1 + ~ forn > 1. [] 
Corollary. For every p >> 1/2, the infinite product Ui°°=l V,o (xi) converges provided 
that the series ~=1 xi converges. 
Definit ion. Consider the infinite o--finite measure v on the space of  vector distri- 
dv with respect o the measure/z  is defined on the butions q~ whose density v = 
support q~0 c • of /z  by the following formula: 
(4.10) v Ciaxi =2-m(X) HV(n_l)/2([ci]), C i Ell~ n- l ,  
\ i=1 i=1 
where Vp(x) is given by (4.6). In particular, for n = 2 
v(ZC i~x i )  : exp(2Z Ici[), c i E]~. 
Since y~iC~=l Icil < ~ on the support of/z,  it follows from Proposition 4.3 that the 
infinite product 1-I~l V(n-1)/2([ ci [) converges. 
By definition, the measure v is absolutely continuous with respect o/Z, and its 
density is posit ive/z-almost everywhere. 
4.5. Approx imat ive  construct ion of  the measure  v 
Let ~: X = UZ/=l Xi be an arbitrary finite partition of  the space X, ~ be the 
quotient space of  • associated with ct, and/z~ be the projection of the measure 
/z to ~.  Let us introduce a new measure v~ on ~ with density 
dvc~(~ 1 () 
= 2-re(X) [-I V(n-l-~)/2(l~l)" 
d/z~(tl . . . . .  ~z) 
k=l 
(By the condition imposed on el, we have n - 1 - )~k > 0 for all k.) 
It follows from the explicit formula for d/z~(~ 1. . . . .  ~z) that this measure is of  
the form 
I 2_xi F((n - 1 - )~ i ) /2 )  I~ i I )~i_n+l d~i, 
(4.11) dvc~(~l, . . . ,  ~l) : 1--I I" ()~i/2) 
i=1 
where ~i E II~ n-1 and ~.i : m(Xi). 
Let us write fl/> a if fl is a refinement of  a partition or. For fl/> or, there is a 
natural embedding Y~ ~ Y~ and a natural epimorphism ~ ~ q)~. Obviously, the 
measure/z~ on ~/~ and the measure/z~ on qs~ are coherent with respect o this 
epimorphism. 
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Proposition 4.4. The measures va on the quotient spaces cb~ are coherent, i.e., 
the epimorphism ~ -+ ~,  fi >~ ~, sends v~ to v~. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that 
f e i(Ly) dv,~(~) [ e i(Ly) for • .T,~. 
t" 
dv~(~) every g 
L /  
qbc~ qb/~ 
l X Let or: X = Ui=I i and fi: X = Ui , j  X i j ,  where Uj  Xij  -~- X i '  i = 1 . . . . .  I. By 
(2.5), it follows from the expression (4.11) for dv~ and d#~ that 
1 
f e i<~'×> dv~(~) = YI lyil-~i, 
dpc~ i=1 
f ei(~'×) = H [yij [--&ij, dv~(~) 
~fi i,j 
where yi = Ylxi, ~,i = m(Xi); 
where yu = y ]xij, ~'ij = m(Xij). 
Since yi j  = ~,i for all i and j and ~..j ~.ij = ~.i , i = 1 . . . . .  l, the right-hand sides of  
these equations coincide. [] 
Definition. Let us define a o--finite measure fi on • as the weak limit of  the 
coherent family o f  measures va. 
Theorem 4.3. The measure ~ coincides with the measure v, i.e., on the support 
oftz, 
(4.12) 
d~ ._d~ (~_aeic~xi) = 2-m(X) H V(n_l)/2([cil), ¢i Elan-1 
where Vp(x) is given by (4.6). 
X -'k ci¢~ Proof. It suffices to prove (4.12) only for finite sums ~ = z_,i=l xi. 
l Given such a sum, consider partitions or: X = Ui=I Xi such that each element 
of  a contains at most one point xi. For definiteness, let xi e Xi, i = 1 . . . . .  k. Then, 
since Vp (0) = 1, we have 
dpot Ci~xi = 2-re(x) H W(n-l--Xi)/2( Ici 1). 
d/za \ i=1 / i=1 
Taking the inductive limit with respect o ~e, we obtain 
i=1 i=1 
[] 
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4.6. The Fourier transform of  the measure v 
If y E .Tu, where ot is an arbitrary finite partition of the space X, then by (2.5) we 
have 
l 
f ei<~'×)dv(~)= f ei<~,V)dv~(~):Hlyi l  -xi, 
q~ ~a i=1 
where yi  ~ y lX i and ~'i = m(X i ) .  The right-hand side of this equation can be 
represented in the form 
(f ) Hly i l -X i=exp-  logly(x)ldm(x ) . 
i=1 
Thus 
(4.13) / ei(~'×) dv(~ ) = exp(- f logly(x)l dm(x)). 
x 
Eq. (4.13) determines the Fourier transform of the measure v whenever the integral 
in the right-hand side is finite. 
Remark.  One can take this equation as the definition of the measure v. 
4.7. The invar iance properties of  the measure v 
Theorem 4.4. The measure v is invariant under the action of the group O(n-1) x 
and projective invariant under the multiplication by bounded Borel functions e(x ) 
(•,)x such that the integral f x log le(x)l dm(x) converges. Namely, 
(4.14) dv(~u) =dv(~) foreveryu(x) ~ O(n-1)x;  
(4.15) dv(e~) =efxl°gle(x)ldm(x) dv(~).  
In particular, v is invariant under the subgroup of multiplications by functions e (x ) 
satisfying f x log l e (x) I dm (x ) = O. 
Proof. It suffices to establish this property for the projections dv~(~) = 
dva(~l . . . . .  ~l) ofv to the quotient spaces qb~ of the space dp. Let u(x) ~ O(n-1) X 
and e(x) ~ (R*) X be constant on the elements of a partition or. By definition, 
dvc~(~u) -~- dvu(~lU l  . . . . .  ~lUl), dvt~ (g~) = dvc¢ (61~1 . . . . .  el~l), 
where u i = UlXi, ei = elxi, Xi  are elements o fa .  
It follows immediately from the explicit expression (4.11) for dva that dva (~u) = 
dvc~(~) anddv~(e~) = l Hi=I I~i I zi dv~(e~), where )~i = m(Xi ) .  It suffices to observe 
1 that Hi=I I~il ~i = fx l°g le(x)Jdm(x)dv(~). [] 
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5. CONSTRUCTION OF THE BASIC REPRESENTATION OF THE CURRENT GROUP G X 
5.1. The basic representation of the block triangular group B x 
First let us describe the representation f the subgroup B x = Z x ),, D x of block 
triangular matrices. We will write elements of this subgroup as triples 
g(x) = (e, u, V), e ~ (N*) x, u(x) c O(n-1)  X, y ~ (]I~n-1) X. 
In this notation, the product of group elements takes the form 
(e l ,  Ul, y l ) (e2,  u2, Y2) = (ele2,  UlU2, Yl -I- elVZUal). 
The representation f the group B x is realized in the Hilbert space L2(v) of all 
functions on • square-integrable with respect to the measure v introduced above. 
Let us associate with elements of the subgroup B x the following operators Ug in 
the space of functions f(~) on ~: 
(5.1) Ue,u,×f(~) -~- el/Zfxl°g[e(x)ldm(x)+i(~'Y) f(e~U). 
In particular, elements z = z(v) ~ Z x give rise to the operators 
Uzf(~) : e i(~'V) f (~),  \ 
where V c (Rn-1) x is the parameter of the block matrix z, and elements d = 
diag(e -1 , u, e) ~ D X, to the operators 
Ud f (~ ) = e 1/2 fX log le(x)l dmfx) f (e~u). 
Note that the integral fx  log le(x)[ dm(x) converges, because the elements e(x) 
and e -1 (x) of the matrix d are bounded functions on X. 
Theorem 5.1. The operators Ug, g c B x, given by (5.1) are unitary with respect 
to the norm in L2(v) and form an irreducible representation of  the group B x in 
L2(v) .  
Indeed, the group property of the operators Ug follows immediately from their 
definition, and the unitarity follows from the invariance properties of the measure v
established in Theorem 4.4. The representation Ug is irreducible, because the action 
of the subgroup Z x in LZ(v) is ergodic and the algebra ofmultiplicators is maximal. 
5.2. Extension of the representation Ug to the whole group G x 
In order to extend the representation Ug from the subgroup B x to the whole group 
G x, we use the following obvious lemma. 
Lemma. The group O(n, 1) x is algebraically generated by the subgroup B x and 
the unique element g(x ) =- s. 
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For example, every element g of the block upper triangular subgroup can be 
represented in the form g = sg*s, where g* ~ B x. 
By this lemma, every operator Ug, g c G x, can be represented as the product 
of an operator from the subgroup B X described above and the operator Us; hence, 
in order to define the representation f the whole group G x, it suffices to describe 
only the operator Us. 
We call Us the involution operator in the space LZ(v) and denote it by I. 
Proposition 5.1. The operator I = Us and the operators Ug, g ~ B x, satisfy the 
following relations: 
(5.2) I Ud = Usds I for every d ~ D x, 
(5.3) Uz(×)I ---- Ud(y)IUz(_z)IUz(j×) for every z(y) E Z x, 
where j y  = -2y / ly  12 (involution) and d(y) c D x is given by 
m ~ 
(5.4) d(y) = dlag -~,  u×, - - -~- ) ,  uy = e -  iYi------ T .  
Indeed, (5.2) is obvious and (5.3) follows from the corresponding relation in the 
group O(n, 1)x: 
z(F)s = d(F)sz(--F)sz(jF). 
Note that for every x ~ X the matrix u z (x) determines the reflection in ]~n-I with 
respect to the hyperplane orthogonal to the vector • (x). 
Relations (5.2) and (5.3) uniquely determine the operator I; however, they do not 
give an explicit expression for this operator. 
An explicit description for I can be obtained from the description of the operator 
Ts in the commutative model of complementary series representations of the group 
l O(n, 1). Namely, let us associate with each partition a: X = Ui=l Xi the Hilbert 
space L2(v,~) C L2(v) of functions on ~ square-integrable with respect o the 
measure va. The spaces LZ(uc~) are invariant under I, and in order to describe 
the operator I on the whole space L2(v), it suffices to describe its action on 
each of these subspaces. By construction, each space Lz(v~) is isomorphic to 
the tensor product of finitely many spaces on which the commutative model of a 
complementary series representation f the group O (n, 1) acts. 
Proposition 5.2. On each subspace L2(va), the involution operator I coincides 
with the operator Ts of the representation fthe group O(n, 1) in this subspace. 
Starting from formulas (3.15) and (3.16) for the operator Ts in the commutative 
model of complementary series representations of the group O (n, 1), we obtain the 
following theorem. 
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l Theorem 5.2. For every partition c¢: X = Ui=I  Xi, the action of the operator I 
on the subspace Le(v~) is given by the following formula: 
( f (~  ~[)I-I A)~i(~i'~[)d~i If(~l . . . . .  ~/)= [ --  . . . . .  
(]~n-1)/ i=l d 
~i E ]I~ n-l ,  )vi = m(Xi), 
where 
o~ 
Ax(~, ~') = Cn 2-1/2 f r )~-n Ir~ + 2r-1~'l-(n-3)/2J(n-3)/2(Ir~ + 2r-1~'1) dr. 
0 
We see that the operator I is well defined on the whole space L2(v), because 
on all subspaces L2(v~) it is unitary and satisfies the required relations. Thus we 
have constructed an irreducible unitary representation f the group G x in the space 
L2(v ) .  
Theorem 5.3. The constructed representation Ug of the group G x is equivalent 
to the basic representation fthis group introduced in [5]. 
Proof. The representations are equivalent, because their spherical functions coin- 
cide on the subgroup Z x. Namely, set ¢(~) = v-1/2(~), where v(~) is the density 
of the measure v with respect to/z. The function ¢ belongs to the space L2(v), is of 
norm 1, and satisfies the equation 
= *(z ( . ) ) ,  z(×) e z x, 
where • (g (.)) is the restriction of the spherical function of the basic representation 
of G x to Z x. Indeed, 
(Uz(g)y -1/2, u -1 /2)  -~ f ei(~'g)v -1 (~) dv(~) 
qb 
- f e i{~'y) d/z(~) = qJO/(.)). [] 
Remark. One can also construct a commutative model of the basic representation 
of the group G x in the L 2 space over the probability measure/z. However, /z is 
only quasi-invariant under the transformations ~ --+ s~, s e (JR*) x. Thus, in order to 
obtain a unitary representation, one must introduce an additional factor. In the case 
of the or-finite measure v, there is no need to this. 
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6. APPENDICES 
6.1. Approximative construction of the commutative model 
Let us give another, independent construction of the commutative model of the 
l basic representation f  the group G x. With each finite partition ~: X = Ui=I xi 
of the space X associate the Hilbert space Le(va) of functions on ~a introduced 
above and the subgroup G x C G x of functions constant on the elements of or. 
For /~ >/or, there is a natural embedding of groups G x ~ G~ and a natural 
isometric embedding of spaces Le(v~) ~ L2(v~). Denote by Lo the inductive limit 
of the subspaces Le(v~), and by G x the inductive limit of the subgroups Gx. Note 
that the group G x is everywhere dense in G x. 
We will define a unitary representation U¢of the group G x on the completion L 
of the space L0 with respect to the norm of L0. In order to define it, it suffices to 
describe the action of the operators Ug, g • G x, on the subspace L0. 
Proposition 6.1. The space L2(v~) is the tensor product 
l 
(6.1) Le(v~) = ~Lz i ,  ~,i : m(Xi), 
i=1 
where L zi a re  the Hilbert spaces introduced in Theorem 3.1. 
Starting from the decomposition (6.1), define a unitary representation Ug of the 
group G x in L2(va) by the formula 
(6.2) Ug(x) : ZgXl 1 t~. . .  @ T~ l , gi : g (x ) ]x  i , 
where T zi are operators of the complementary series representations of the group 
G = O(n, 1) in the spaces Lxi defined in Theorem 3.1. 
Proposition 6.2. For fl >~ or, the embedding L2(vc~) ~ L2(vl3) commutes with the 
representations Ugof the groups Gx and G~ in these spaces. 
Corollary. The unitary representations Ugof the groups G x in the spaces L2(vu) 
are coherent and hence generate a unitary representation fthe group G~ in Lo. 
Theorem 6.1. The constructed representation Ug of the group G x is irreducible 
and equivalent to the basic representation fthis group defined in [ 15,5]. 
6.2. The dual description of the representation Ug 
Let us give a description of the representation Ug in terms of the Fourier transform 
sending functions f(~) on • to functions q~(v) on 5r: 
7~f(y) = 1" f(~)e i{~'×) dv(~), y • J:. 
~p 
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The operator ~ is defined on an everywhere dense subset of functions f E L2(v); 
in particular, if the integral f ,  t f (~) Id v (~) converges, then the function R f  (7') is 
defined on the whole space ~-. 
Theorem 6.2. Let f l  ~ L2(v), g ~ G x, and f2 = Ugfl. Then on the subset of 
7' ~ ~" for which the functions TZ f l  and TZ f2 are defined, they satisfy the relation 
(6.3) 7-¢f2 (7') =']P~fl(7"g)e -1/2fXl°g~(v(x)'g(x))dm(x), 
where, according to formulas (3.1) and (3.2)for the group G = O (n, 1), 
y(x)g(x)=(17"~) I2g13(x)+y(x)g23(x)+g33(x) )  -1 
( Iy(x)12 ) 
x - - - - -7  gl2(X) q- 7"(x)g22(x) + g32(x) , 
fl(y(x), g(x)) = Iv( )l,_.x, 2 
2 
i g l2 (X)  --k y(x)g22(x) + g32(x) • 
In particular, 
(6.4) ~f2(7') = ~f l (7 '  + Y0) for g = z(yo) ~ Zx; 
~f2(Y) -- ~f l (e - lyu)e  -1/2fxl°gle(x)ldmCx) for g = diag(s -1, u, s) ~ DX; 
21/2m(X),]~.fl { 2y ~e_fxlogly(x)ldm(x ) ~f2(g)  = "~, -T -~, ]  for g(x) =-- s. 
Proof. It suffices to prove (6.3) for functions fl(~) = f l (~  1 . . . . .  ~ l )  from L2(1)c l ) ,  
1 X where or: Ui=l i is an arbitrary finite partition of the space X, and matrices g(x) 
that are constant on the elements of or. 
We have 
7z  f ; (y )  = ~ fi(y ~, . . .  , ×;) 
= f . . . . .  ~l)ei(~,y) dvu(~l . . . . .  ~l), i=1 ,2 ,  
where the measure dv~ (~1 . . . . .  ~l) is given by (4.11). Since 
l 
f ei(~,y) dv(~l . . . . .  ~l) : H Iyil-Zi' 
qbc~ i=1 
~'i : m(Xi) ,  
it follows that 
(6.5) 
1 
7zf (× 1 . . . . .  × ' )  = f e)i(¢ . . . . .  ¢') I-I lyi -- ( i l -Zi  d f i '  
• T'u i=1 
i=1 ,2 ,  
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where 
t~i ((1 . . . . .  ( l )  : e i (~' , ( ' )  j~ (y  1 . . . . .  yl)dfi" 
The equation f2 = Ugfl and formula (3.5) for operators of the complementary 
series representations of O (n, 1) imply that the functions ~b i satisfy the relations 
l 
~b2(( 1 . . . . .  ( l )  = qbl ( (1~1 . . . . .  (Ig'l) H fll-n+Xil2(yi, gi), 
i=1 
where gi = g I xi. Thus 
. . . . .  t) = f ~bl ( ( lg l  . . . . .  ( lg l )  
1 
)< H t~l-n+~'i/Z(Yi' g )Iv i - (i i -Z /d ( i .  
i=1 
Applying the transformation (igi -'-> (i, we obtain 
l 
7~.f2(y 1 . . . . .  yl) = H fl-~.i/2 (yi, gi ) 
i=1 
l 
i f (l) 1 (ffl . . . . .  ~l) H tyi~i -- ~il-)Cid~i 
5% i=1 
i.e., 
It remains to observe that 
l 
H fl-~i/2(yi, gi) = e-1/2fxl°g~(y(x)'g(x))dm(x) 
i=1 
[] 
Corollary. On the set of all y ~ U for which the functions ~ f , f ~ L2(v), and 
T~I f are defined, they satisfy the relation 
(6.6) T~If(y)=21/2m(X)7-~f(--~[2)e-fxl°glz(x)ldm(x) forg(x)=-s. 
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6.3. On the properties of the measures/L and v 
6.3.1. Consider the subgroup O(n-1)  x of the current group O(n, 1) x. For 
n ---- 2, this is the group of functions on X taking values +1 and -1 .  
The subgroup O(n-1)  x acts pointwise in the space of vector distributions of 
dimension -1  on the manifold X, and the measures/z and v are invariant under 
this action. 
Note that this action is not free. Indeed, since almost every, with respect o/z 
and v, realization is a linear combination of a countable family of B-measures, 
it follows that for every distribution ~, only the compact quotient group of 
O(n-1)  x that consists of the restrictions of currents to the countable support of 
acts freely on ~. Therefore the orbit is compact as the product of a countable 
family of (n-1)-dimensional spheres and hence has an invariant (product) mea- 
sure. 
Thus almost every ergodic component of the action of O(n-1)  x consists of 
distributions with equal values of the norm at all points of their common support, 
i.e., the function 
x Ilccx ll, c<x  = (clCx) . . . . .  Cn-l(X)), 
is an invariant of the orbit. 
At the same time, as noted above, the action of the group of homotheties together 
with rotations, i.e., the group (~+ × O(n-1))  x, on the space • is already ergodic. 
Recall that, as was proved in [13] for the case n = 2, v is the unique, up to 
normalization, measure that is invariant and ergodic (Theorem 5). Apparently, a
similar theorem holds for an arbitrary n. 
6.3.2. The results of this paper can be translated to the infinite-dimensional 
group O(~,  1) x, because (as observed by G. Olshanski) all our products involve 
the dimension in a controllable way. In other words, for different n only the natural 
dimension - 1 of the space of vector distribution changes, but the form of the 
restriction of the spherical function to the subgroup Zx, and hence the characteristic 
functionals of the measures/z and v remain the same. Therefore our theory can be 
considered for infinite n. 
In this case,/z-almost every vector distribution is still a countable linear com- 
bination of B-measures on X, but taking values in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert 
space equipped with a mixture of Gaussian measures with some weight. 
The role of the group O(n-1)  x is played by the group O(c<~) x of orthogonal 
matrices of the form I + K, where K is a finite-dimensional operator. Remarkably, 
the decomposition i to ergodic components under the action of the group O (cx~) x
is the decomposition i to the Gaussian measures with characteristic functionals of 
the form e -cllxll2, where c is distributed on (0, cx~) according to the measure with 
density e -c. 
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6.4. Remark  on the group U(n, 1) x 
The above construction of an irreducible unitary representation f the subgroup Bx 
of O(n, 1) x in the space L2(/z) can also be used for the group U(n, 1) x. However, 
in this case there appears anew phenomenon. 
Like O(n, 1), we realize U(n, 1) as the group of linear transformations in C n+l 
preserving the Hermitian form 
XlXn+ 1 ~- X2X-" ~ -~- . . .  -~- Xn~ n 
and represent i s elements as block matrices. In this realization, B x C U(n, 1) x is 
the semidirect product B x = Z x )x D x, where Z x is the group of matrices of the 
form 
( 1 
z = -y*  e , t E ]I~ X, y E (on - l )  X 
i t - l y l2 /2  y 
(the Heisenberg roup) and D x is the subgroup of block diagonal matrices 
d=diag(g -1,u,e) ,  s r (C* )  x, u~U(n-1)  x. 
Accordingly, elements of the group B x are 4-tuples b = (t, y, e, u). If we now try 
to use a formula similar to (5.1), 
Ubf(~) = el/2fxl°gls(x)ldm(x)+iRe($'Y) f(s~U), b ---- (t, y, e, u), 
for representation perators in the space L2(v), where the measure v is constructed 
as above, then we will find out that this representation is ot a faithful representation 
of the group B x, and it is faithful only on the quotient group with respect o the 
center of the Heisenberg subgroup, since the operators of the representation donot 
involve the parameter t. Thus the direct translation of the construction does not 
use the symplectic structure on C n-1 x C n -1  , which is used in the definition of the 
group U(n, 1), and cannot be extended to the whole group U(n, 1) x. Nevertheless, 
the construction can be modified appropriately; we will return to this question 
elsewhere. 
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